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Screening

1. The opposite of funny is: humorous serious hungry

2. The opposite of always is _________________.

3. Replace the bold word in the sentence with an opposite.

The birds flew over the telephone wires.  _________________

4. A word that means about the same as clever is _________________.

5. Replace the bold word with a word that means the same:

I misplaced my keys when I came home from work.  _______________

6. Provide a word that fits all of the definitions.

the floor of a ship, a pack of playing cards, to knock down forcibly

_________________

7. Which word can you use to complete the sentence?  The same word goes
in both blanks. Choices: wind eye rain

While standing in the _________________ of the storm, he had

a good _________________ for determining what was going on.

8. Choose the word that completes each analogy.

A bottle has a cap, a pot has a  . . . . . . . . . . .  stove hot lid

Mix is to combine as depart is to . . . . . . . . .  bye leave stir

9. Complete these analogies:

a. one is to two as five is to _________________

b. cup is to saucer as shirt is to _________________

c. awake is to asleep as tall is to _________________
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Provide Synonyms

Provide a word that means about the same as each word below.

1. money

2. boat

3. rock

4. slacks

5. correct

6. final

7. over

8. applaud

9. yell

10. great

11. “So long”

12. speak

13. residence

14. shut

15. movie

16. intelligent

17. quick

18. perform

19. purchase

20. pick

21. desire

22. children

23. work

24. help

25. problem

26. price

27. find

28. below

29. search

30. receive
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Analogies—No Choices

Provide an answer to complete the analogy.  The first one is done for you.

1. North is to south as east is to ________________.

2. Tuesday is to Wednesday as Saturday is to ________________.

3. Fly is to plane as drive is to ________________.

4. Trunk is to elephant as fins are to ________________.

5. Quiet is to whisper as loud is to ________________.

6. Black is to coal as brown is to ________________.

7. Eyes are to see as ears are to ________________.

8. Plumber is to pipes as painter is to ________________.

9. Walnut is to shell as apple is to ________________.

10. Up is to down as left is to ________________.

11. Hearing aid is to ears as glasses are to ________________.

12. Radio is to listen as television is to ________________.

13. Washington, D.C. is to United States as London is to _______________.

14. Broccoli is to vegetable as cashew is to ________________.

15. Salt is to pepper as oil is to ________________.

16. “Hi” is to “Hello” as “So long” is to ________________.
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